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Motivation Matters
Connecting motivation to delivery

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

The key to high performing teams is shared purpose, productive conversations and accountability for exceptional delivery.

Shared purpose requires connecting and aligning the vision with individual motivations so that staff can see the value of their contribution to achieving an organisation’s 
objectives.

WHAT WE SEE

• Finance teams who report on historic performance and financial results can easily slip into a ‘reactive’ mindset. When this is the case, subconsciously teams 
believe that they must ‘wait’ until certain activities are completed before they can ‘start’. 

• Finance teams who operate in a proactive manner know their BAU intimately, and take proactive steps to ensure that BAU is delivered seamlessly and 
accurately every time. 

• Teams who consistently nail BAU delivery can be more responsive and innovative in their problem solving and adding value into strategic projects and other 
business imperatives.

The Motivation Matters program connects subconscious motivators to performance standards so that commercial outcomes are delivered.

Key program outcomes:
• Teams consistently deliver to expectations. 
• Motivated teams proactively seek ways to innovate and improve their contribution at work. 

Other outcomes:
• Ability for leaders to allocate tasks across resources more effectively.
• More robust succession planning and career progression conversations.  
• Teams develop a common language to hold each other’s performance to account in a non-threatening way.
• Teams communicate with more impact and have greater influence across stakeholders. 

We use the Inventory of Work Attitudes and Motivators through the program.
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Inventory for work attitude and motivation (iWAM)
Attitude and motivation account for up to 60% of performance: more often than not at a below conscious level

iWAM is a motivational profiling tool that describes the basic characteristics of the person's attitude in terms of Motivation and 
Work Organisation Preferences. It measures 48 cognitive patterns, and are described in plain english. The tool generates 
several reports which provide an overview of the thinking and behaviour linked to the cognitive patterns, and this is explored 
in further detail with an accredited practitioner in a 1.5hr debrief session. 

The information shared is highly valuable in selection, appraisal, development or coaching processes. Through analysis of 
pattern clusters (groups of patterns), it uncovers powerful information enabling the individual to immediately be more effective 
and influential in their work and through their communication styles, and provides valuable insight into what future career 
paths may look like. 

There are many tests which look at personality, traits and behaviours, but within the work context these do not necessarily 
provide us with enough in-depth information to really get to the core of the matter.  

People may have similar qualifications to each other and even do the same type of job, and yet what motivates one person 
may not motivate another. How one person manages timelines and change or their desire to problem solve is also likely to 
vary to another person, to name just a few motivators.  

To adequately address the complexity of communication, motivators and attitudes, we need to use a framework which allows 
for and captures individual difference, without judgement, within the workplace – iWAM does this 

This tool is highly validated, user friendly and provides significant insights into deep unconscious motivators which drive 
behaviour in a work context. 

http://www.jobeq.com/iwam.php
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iWAM for individuals
Provide individuals with deep insight into their preferences and behaviours at work, forming the foundation for growth.

Illustrative Attitude Sorter wheel

Leaders who understand their attitudes and 
motivations through an iWAM profile have an 
awareness of others’ preferences. This knowledge 
allows them the opportunity to influence and 
communicate with greater impact and bring staff and 
stakeholders along change more effectively.

Performance is about delivering to expectations: The relationship between motivation and expectations: 

• When there is a conflict between motivation and expectation, it creates friction. Like a car brake, friction slows 
things down. Performance is slow and frustrating.

• When the relationship between motivation and expectation is unknown, it’s like shooting an arrow in the dark - 
 you have no idea if you’re going to hit the target. Performance is inconsistent and down to chance.

• When motivation and expectations are aligned, it’s like driving in 5th gear. It’s effortless - the car drives itself. 
Delivery is high quality and consistent. The resulting productivity pays back in time, which can be reinvested into 
further growth and improvement. 

When performance is improved at an individual level, there is an exponential increase in team performance. This is 
why investment at both the individual and team level is the optimal approach.

Individual 
profile

Individual 
iWAM 

debrief

Individual 
outcomes

• Every individual completes the iWAM questionnaire. 
• An individual report is generated that forms the basis of the individual’s debrief.

• Each individual takes part in a 1.5hr face-to-face debrief where they are provided with a 
detailed understanding of how their individual motivational patterns and preferences 
influence their behaviours. 

• The impact (‘ripple effect’) of those preferences on others is explored and applied to 
examples in the individual’s current context. 

• The individual learns how they can practically apply the knowledge of their preferences 
more effectively in their work, how they interact and lead others.

•Individuals are equipped with a very fundamental (and thorough!) understanding of their 
own motivations and patterns of behaviour. 

• Individuals are able to improve their own performance and effectiveness.
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iWAM for teams
Provides shared understanding and common language to address ineffective delivery caused by team dysfunction.
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• Every individual completes the iWAM questionnaire. 
• An individual report is generated that forms the basis of the individual’s debrief.

• Each individual takes part in a 1.5hr face-to-face debrief where they are provided with a 
detailed understanding of how their individual motivational patterns and preferences 
influence their behaviours. 

• The impact (‘ripple effect’) of those preferences on others is explored and applied to 
examples in the individual’s current context. 

• The individual learns how they can practically apply the knowledge of their preferences 
more effectively in their work, how they interact and lead others.

•Individuals are equipped with a very fundamental (and thorough!) understanding of their 
own motivations and patterns of behaviour. 

• Individuals are able to improve their own performance and effectiveness.

Team iWAM

• The iWAM Team Report forms the basis of a facilitated discussion on similarities, 
differences and how they are applied in the workplace context. 

• Having completed the individual profile and debrief, each team member is equipped to 
bring the relevant elements of their own individual patterns into the discussion. 
Conversations are more robust conversation and focus on achieving the cohesion and 
performance standards required to deliver better organisational outcomes. 

Team 
outcomes

• Greater team cohesion: greater appreciation of how they operate individually and as a 
team, and how they manage themselves to model the behaviour required for success. 

• Teams have a competitive advantage: they have identified areas where they can leverage 
leadership elements available to them across the whole team.

Teams equipped with this information demonstrate: 
• Increased trust and respect within the team as individuals aren’t 

placed in ‘boxes’. 
• Empathy and understanding of different working preferences and 

styles coupled with the practical knowledge of how to effectively 
address those differences in the work setting. 

• Alignment and greater team cohesion, leading to more effective and 
efficient delivery of tasks and responsibilities. 

• Forms the foundations of a high performing team, especially if 
coupled with ongoing or individual coaching*. 

The content provided in the individual debrief and team facilitation 
sessions can also be applied in the following contexts (with no 
additional intervention required): 
• Understanding of preferences required for new team members. 
• Language to include in new job  

descriptions to maximise the  
chance of the ‘right fit’  
candidate. 

• Onboarding new recruits  
more effectively.


